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Let (B”, B’) be an interpolation pair of Banach spaces, and let T: BJ ---f Bj be 
a bounded linear operator, j = 0, 1. We study the spectrum of T  on an inter- 
mediate space B. In essence, it is shown that this spectrum depends only on the 
interpolation properties of B. 
Let (RO, B1) be an interpolation pair of Banach spaces, and let 7’: Bj ---p Bj 
be a bounded linear operator, J’ = 0, 1. In this paper, we study sp( T, B). 
that is, the spectrum of T on an intermediate Banach space B. We first turn 
our attention to the real interpolation spaces B,?,, , 0 < s r: 1, 1 .< p 2.:; Y,. 
of Lions and Peetre (see [l, Chap. 3; lo]). I n a rather general context, it is 
shown that sp( T, B,,,) is independent of p. This is accomplished by examining 
the way in which sp(T, B,,,) changes with the parameter s. To this end, wc 
make important use of the theory introduced by Sneiberg in [ 151. 
Nest, we study spaces between L, and L, . Specifically, we let Bj L,, , 
j z- 0, I, and let X be a rearrangement invariant function space. Suppose 
that pa -; p < p, . Essentially, it will be shown that if L, and S enjoy similar 
interpolation properties, then sp( T, L,) = sp( T, S). Examples of such .!’ 
include the Lorentz spaces L,,, , 1 < q < cc, and the Orlicz spacesI;Jlog L)“, 
I -:I r < 30. Our principal results are Theorems 2.1, 2.6, 2. IO, and 3.5 (see 
also Corollary 3.6). We begin our discussion with some notations and definitions. 
1 
Let S and Y be Banach spaces. Then 0(X, 1’) will denote the space of 
bounded linear operators taking X into Y. We write O(X) in place of 0(X, S). 
I f  7’ E’ O(X), we denote by sp( T, X) the spectrum of T in X. 
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Let L:(X) designate the space of all functions f: (0, 03) + X which are 
strongly measurable with respect to the measure dt/t, and for which 
Ilfllr;LY) = 1 
(s,” II f(t)ll; $-)l” < co if 1 < p < 00 
ess sup IIf(t)h < 03 if p=Go. 
t>o 
In case X = C, the complex numbers, we write Lz in place of L:(X). 
Let (BO, Bl) b e a p air of Banach spaces continuously embedded in a topological 
linear space V. Then (BO, Bl) will be called an interpolation pair. Define 
the familiar spaces B” + B1 and B” n B1 as in [I, Sect. 3.2; 7, Sect. 11. We 
denote by (BO, B1),,B (or B,,,) th e real interpolation spaces of Lions and Peetre 
(see [l, Sect. 3.2]), and by [BO, Bl], (or B,) th e analytic interpolation spaces 
of Calderon (see [7]). Here 0 < s < 1 and 1 < p 6 co. The basic properties 
of these spaces may be found in the aforementioned references, and will be 
used throughout this work. 
It will facilitate matters in the sequel to give an alternate (albeit equivalent) 
characterization of the spaces B,,, . 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let (BO, B1) be an interpolation pair, and let 1 < p < co. 
Define IV = W(p, B”, B1) to be the collection of all strongly measurable 
functions U: (0, co) - BO n Bl for which 
II u lb = maxCll 4t)ll~p) , I/ w)llL;(B41 < co. 
It is straightforward to verify that if u E W(p, Bo, B1) and 0 < 0 < 1, then 
s om te 11 u(t)llp+B1$ < co. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let 0 < s < 1 and 1 < p < co. We define 
B S.D = [Lrn t%(t) f  1 u E W(p, B”, B’)/ 
and 
the infimum taken over all u E IQ, B”, B1) which satisfy x = sz t%(t) dt/t. 
It is simple to show that the spaces defined in Definition 1.2 coincide (up 
to equivalence of norms) with the usual real interpolation spaces generated 
by the J-method (see [I, Sect. 3.2.21). Throughout the remainder of this paper, 
we will adhere to the notations above. 
Required notations concerning spaces between L, and L, will be introduced 
as needed in Section 3 of this work. 
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Remark 1.3. Let (BO, BL) and (CO, Cl) be interpolation pairs. and let 
7;: Bj 4 Cj be a bounded linear operator, j -= 0, 1, such that T,(r) = Tl(.v), 
for all .X E B” n ES. The bounded operator T: B” .- B1 -+ Co + C1 defined 
by T(.\- ~9) =: T,(x) + Tl( y), for all x E B”, \’ i- B1 provides the unique 
linear c\;tension of To and Tl to B” + BL. In the sequel, we identify the operators 
r7 
I,, . T, 1 and T, and henceforth drop the subscripts on the 7; . 
\\‘c no\v turn to some comments concerning our major results, and the 
methods used. Let (BO, B1) be an interpolation pair, and let 7’: Bj ~+ Bj lx J 
bounded linear operator, j = 0, 1 (see Remark I .3). Jr is well-known th,li: 
sp( T, h’\,,,) (and sp(T, B,)) can change as s changes. LIoreo\-er, this mav occur 
for WI’\- simple operators defined on the L, spaces (see 16; 121). In this note. 
WC stud! questions concerning the “spectral invariance” of 7’. In essence. 
it will 1~ shown that if B is an intermediate space, then sp(T, B) depend< 
only on the interpolation properties of B. More specificall\;, we shop that. 
in a rathrr general context, sp(T, B,q.,) is independent of p (see ‘l’heorems 2. IO 
and 2.1 I). -An analogous program will then be carried out for spaces between 
I,, and 1, . L-siIlg the interpolation theory of rearrangement invariant function 
spaces, a more precise theory of “spectral invariance” n-ill be obtained (SW 
Theorem 3.5 and corollary 3.6). 
C)ur method of proof requires an examination of the way in which sp( T, B,,, ,)i 
can change with the parameters; a form of “spectral continuity” will be obtained 
(see ‘I’heorems 2. I, 2.6, and 2.8). To this end, we will essentially follow the 
ideas of &e&erg (see [1.5, 16]), who obtained the corresponding “spectrai 
continuit!-” theory for sp(T, B,), 0 < s < 1. In fact, Theorems 2.1, 2.6, and 
2.8 follow readily by combining the results of [15] with ‘I’heorem 4.7.2 of 121 
However. since the elegant methods of Sneiberg appear (ml\- in the very obscure 
Ref. [ 151. we will give detailed proofs of the aforementioned theorems? dire& 
in the contest of real interpolation theorv. This will necessitate the introduction 
of an “analytic structure” in the spaces- B,,,, ‘I‘hus, that portion of Section c1 
\vhich cl\,& with “spectral continuity” is, in a sense. expositors in nature. 
\Ve conclude this section with a variant of the \vcll-known Sch\vartz lemma 
of complc~ analvsis. It will play a crucial role in the scqurl (SW also [I I]). 
‘I’mxw~i~~ I .4. Let 0 -< a0 -c: 01~ :.z 1 and let S = 1: E C x(, ‘:: Re u” Y, j. 
Let d “‘,,),,1 he the conformal map of S onto the open unit disc Il. Suppose that 
p.: S --+ C ix (I bounded analvtic function, and qg(zi’ .I1 III1 .s. TIwr1 ;;,I- riil 
,^, [ F- .Y> 
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Pyoof. Let f  = (l/M)g, o d-l. Then f is an analytic function on D = 
b 1 12 I < 11, and I.04 < 1 on D. By a generalization of the usual Schwartz 
lemma. 
f(O - f@> 
I I 
< 5 - z 
1 -f(z)f(S) ’ 1 - 55 ’ 
for all z, 5 E D (see [9, p. 3291). It is not difficult to show that (1) implies 
(2) If64 3 (lm - 1 ;I; I)(1 - 1 5 - z 1 IMn.)-‘. 1 - z[ 
The theorem follows easily by (2). 
2 
In this section, we will prove our principal results concerning the spectra 
of operators on the spaces B,,, , O<s<l, 1 <p,(co. Our first major 
theorem is the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (BO, B1) and (CO, Cl) be interpolation pairs, and let 
A: Bj --+ Cj be a bounded linear operator, j = 0, 1 (see Remark I .3). Let 0 < s < 1, 
1 < p < 00, and suppose there exists y = yS,s > 0 so that 
II 4x>llcs,, 3 Y II x IIB,,, , 
for all x E B,,, . Then thae exist 6 > 0 and 7 > 0 so that I 0 - s 1 < S implies 
JOY all x E BB,D . 
The analog of Theorem 2.1 for analytic interpolation spaces was obtained 
by Sneiberg in [15, 161. H is arguments relied heavily on the analytic structure 
of [BO, Bl], . Thus, we begin by introducing an analytic structure in the spaces 
B S,P .
LEMMA 2.2. Let (BO, B1) be an interpolation pair, and let 1 < p < co. Let 
u E W(p, B”, Bl) = W (see DeJinition 1.1). Dejine f(z) = j: t%(t) dt/t, 0 < 
Re z < I. Then 
(a) f(s + i4 6 B,,, and llf(s + i~N~,mD < II u lb, 0 -=c s < 1, a E R. 
(b) f is a (BO + Bl)-wzlued analytic function on (z I 0 < Re z < 11. 
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(c) Let 0 < E < 1 and suppose that u: (0, CC) 4 Ho CI BL is strorzg!\ 
continuous. Dtjine fJz) = St” t%(t) dtlt. Then fc is a (B” n B1)-valued anal~tir 
function on [z 0 < Re z < I). 
The proof of this result is straightforward. Part (a) follows immediat+ 
by Definjtions 1 .l and 1.2. Parts (b) and (c) follow by standard arguments 
involving the theorem of Morera from elementary comples analysis. 
1,EM.ll.4 2.3. Let (BO, B1) be an interpolation pair. with B” c? B’ dense IN 13’. 
j = 0. I Then 
(a) ((BO)“, (Ill)*) is an interpolation pair rontinuoz+* Embedded 1~ 
(B” n Bl),‘. 
(b) Let 0 < 19 < 1, I < p < co, and l/p !- l/p’ em= I. Dejine -YO,; 
((B”)“, (W),,., . Then (BB,J* = X0,“, , ,Woreover, there exist positire constants 
-If,, I, and m,,% ,) so that 
(c) The constants AI,,, and l/m,,, are bounded above (as functions of tl’i 
on compact subintervals of (0, 1). 
This result, which expresses the duality theory of real interpolation spaces. 
is well-known (see [2, Sect. 3.7; 10, Chap. 31). 
IXMM.Z 2.4. Let (BO, B1) be an interpolation pair, with BCi A B1 dense in 11~. 
j 0, 1. Let 1 < p < 00. Suppose that u E IV == TV( p, B”, BL) and that 
II: (0, a) -+ Ho n B1 is strongly continuous. Ilejine f(z) ~: SF t%(t) dtjt, 0 c 
Rc z cc: I. Fi.v 0 < a0 < cyl <: 1, and let q :-: qaO,nl be as in Theorem 1.4. Then 
there exists a constant AT = -WE,,+,, so that for all 8, s E (‘x,, ~ ‘xi) we have 
Proof. Let 0G(%, ol,), and let x* E (BB,J* so that 1 .x+ :I(n,,,~* :: 1 and 
I .x*(f(O)); := ;~ f(e)lleos. We write XU,, = ((BO)*, (Bl)*),,,> , 0 -: 1 -: I, 
1 :< q <: z. Define p’ by l/p -t 1 /p’ = I. By I,emma 2.3, we have Y+ E .I-!,, ,; 
and 
Using Definition 1.2 and (l), we can choose v  E FV(p’, (BO)“, (Bl)“‘) =: II;:, 
so that 
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Define g(z) = sr t%(t) dt/t, 0 < Re z < 1. By Lemma 2.2(a), it is easy to see 
that f(a + $3) E B,., and g(a + i/l) E ((BO)*, (B’)“),,,, = (B&*, 0 < 01 < 1, 
/3 E R. Moreover, 
(3) IIf@ + mB,,, G II 21 llw 9 
and by Lemma 2.3 and (2), 
(4 
forO<ar<l,/?ER. 
Define ~(4 = &U(4), 0 -c R e z < 1. By (3) and (4), 9 is well-defined and 
(5) 
0 < 01 < 1, /3~ R. Moreover, q is analytic on {z / 0 < Re z < l} = So. 
This may be seen by the following simple argument. Define fG(x) = 
St” t%(t) dt/t, 0 < E < 1, 0 < Re z < 1. Then fc: So -+ B” n B1 is analytic 
by Lemma 2.2(c). Moreover, g: So + (P)* + (Br)* = (B” n P)* is analytic. 
Thus am = g(z)(f,(z)) is analytic on So. However, since 1 < p < co, 
it is easy to see that P)~ -+ v  uniformly on compact subsets of So . Therefore, 
9 is indeed analytic on So . 
By Lemma 2.3(c), there exists N = ATme,,, so that 2M,+a,,, < N, for 
all (Y, p E [ao, ar]. We write S = {z 1 “0 < Re z < ai>, and apply Theorem 1.4 
to the bounded analytic function v  Is . By (5) we obtain for s, 0 E (cyo , 01i), 
(6) 
However, I ~(0 = I x*(f(e))l = II f(~)llB,, , and by (4), [ v(s)1 < 
P~s,,/~o,,ll f(41I~,., < N llf(%,,, . We thus obtain 
This concludes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let Bj be the closure of B” n B1 in Bj and let Ci 
be the closure of Co n Cl in 0, j = 0, 1. Then A: Bj + Cj is a bounded 
operator, j = 0, 1. Moreover, by the proof of Corollary 3.2.21 of [l], 
Po , Bdo,, = PO, Wo,, with equivalence of norms, 0 < 0 < 1, 1 < q < co; 
the analogous equality for (CO, Cl) is also valid. In addition, the constants 
involved in this norm equivalence remain uniform on compact subintervals 
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of (0, I). Thus, throughout the remainder of this proof, we may assume that 
B” A B1 is dense in Bj, and Co n Cl is dense in Cj, j = 0, I. 
Let 0 < a0 < s < aI < 1, and let q == qeo,+ bc as in Theorem 1.4. Then 
lim,,, q(0, s) = 0. Let N = N,,,,, be as in Lemma 2.4. Choose 6, > 0 so 
that ! 0 - s / < 6, implies a0 < 19 < 01~ and 
(1) 
1 - 2Nq(0, s) 1 
2N - q(6, s) > 4Ai .= ‘* 
Let /i &!I llo(sJScf) ~~IM,j:-O,l.C’hooseO-~6<6,sothat~B--~~~ 
implies 
(2) 2M L CY 2fillNqW 
- 4 
2MN - cyq(0, s) 
3 -4. . . . c,, , 
where co is a (small) positive constant, and y  is as in the statement of the theorem. 
We will show that 1 0 - s ) < 6 implies 
(3) 
To this end, choose 8, with 1 8 - s / < 6, and let x E B,,, with /) x /jBO n == 1. 
By Definitions 1 .I and 1.2 (see also Proposition 3.2.8 of [I]), there exists u 6 W =-: 
W(p, B”, B1) so that u: (0, co) - B” r-~ B1 is strongly continuous and 
Define f(z) = jr t%(t) dt/t, 0 < Re z < 1. By Lemma 2.4 and (l), 
(4) 
Let w(t) = A(u(t)), 0 < t < a3. Since A: Bj -+ Cj is a bounded operator 
of norm at most M, j = 0, 1, we see that w E W( p, Co, CL) and 
Moreover, w: (0, co) + Co n Cl is strongly continuous. 
We now define G(z) = s: t*w(t) dt/t, 0 < Re z < I. Evidently, G(z) - - 
.4(f(z)). By Lemma 2.4 applied to G, we obtain by (5), 
(6) II ’ 2M [ 
II G(~);‘c~.~ - 2JJWk 4 1 2MN - q(8, s) ,I G(s)“~~,~ - 
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But 
II G(sNc,,, = II 4f(4>llcs,, 3 Y Ilf(S>liB,,, 3 cy, 
the last inequality following by (4). Therefore, (2) and (6) yield 
II 4&,,p = II W)llco,, 
> 2M CY - 2~hW’, 4 
, 
[ 2MN - cyq(0, s) 1 > c ’ ’ ’ 
This gives (3), and completes the proof of the theorem. 
We now turn to the analog of Theorem 2.1 in the case p = co. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let (BO, B1) and (CO, Cl) be interpolation pairs. Suppose 
that B” n B1 is dense in Bi and that Co n C1 is dense in Ci, j = 0, 1. Let 
A: (Bj)* -+ (Ci)* be a bounded linear operator, j = 0, 1. Define X0*, = 
((BO)*, (Bl)*),,, and Ye,@ = ((CO)*, (Cl)*),,, , 0 < 0 < 1, 1 < 4 < co. Let 
0 < s < 1, and suppose there exists y = ys,m > 0 so that 
II 4X*)IIYs,m 2 Y II x* I/x,,, 1 
for all x* E X,,, . Then there exist 6 > 0 and 77 > 0 so that j 0 - s I < 6 implies 
II 4X*)lll& 3 17 II x* IIxB,Lo 3 
for all x* E X8,, . 
The proof of this result is very similar to that of Theorem 2.1, and is based 
on the analog of Lemma 2.4 for the interpolation pair ((BO)*, (Bl)*) and the 
space ?V(cc, (BO)*, (Bl)*). W e now use the fact that (B,,,)* = ((Bo)*, (Bl)*),,, , 
0 < 0 < 1, with equivalence of norms. Details are left to the reader. 
Notation. Letz,ECandr>O.DefineD(z,,r)={zECIIz-zoI<r}. 
I f  E and F are subsets of C, we let E + F = {x + y j x E E, y E F}. Notice 
that E + D(0, r) consists of all complex numbers whose distance from E is 
less than Y. 
We now have the following theorem concerning “spectral continuity.” 
THEOREM 2.6. Let (BO, B1) be an interpolation pair, and let T: Bj + Bj 
be a bounded linear operator, j = 0, 1. Let 0 < s < 1 and 1 < p < 00. Then 
for each E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 so that [ B - s 1 < 6 implies 
sp( T, B,,,) C sp(T B,,,) + D&4 + 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we may assume that B” n B1 is 
dense in Bj, j = 0, 1. Suppose that the theorem fails. Then there exists co > 0 
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and there exists a sequence (0,) in (0, I), which converges to s, so that 
SP(T ZJ& g SP(T, Z&J -i- D(O, 60). Ch oose a sequence (A,> so that A,, e 
sp( T, BB,,J and A, # sp( T, B,,,) 1 D(0, E,,), n : 1, 2 . . . . . There are two cases 
to consider. 
Case 1. Suppose that (A,} is an unbounded sequence. Then for an appro- 
priate n, we have 1 A, / > max(li T jlo(Bo~ , I; T I!o(ol)) 3 ~ T ~ o(s,,p~ , 0 < 6’ .:.. 1. 
By general spectral theory, it follows that (X,&Z - 7’))’ exists and is a bounded 
operator on Bo,, , 0 < 0 < 1. However, this contradicts the fact that A, 
sp(T, Z&J. 
Cnse 2. Let us assume (A,} is a bounded sequence. Then there exists 
h E C and a subsequence {A,*} of {A,] converging to A. For notational simplicity, 
write pk : h,,k and sk = enk , lz = I, 2 ,... . Since, for all h, pk $ sp( T, B,,,,) .. 
D(0, ~a). we see that X $ sp(T, B,s,,). Therefore, there exists c ‘:. 0 so that 
for all x E B,,, . By Theorem 2.1, there exists 6, . 0 so that 0 - s b, 
implies 
for all x E B, ~ . Here co is an appropriate positive constant. 
Since pJ,. 2 X as k + co, there exists Qr so that k ‘,> Q, and B - s < 6, 
imply 
(1) Il(d - T)(x)I:B~,~ 2 $0 ~ x By,), , 
for all ?i E B, n . In particular, psZ - T is one-to-one and has a closed range 
on Boz2, . 
Sow let A = (AZ - T)* denote the adjoint of AZ - T. Then A: (Bj)* + (ES)” 
is a bounded linear operator, j = 0, 1. Moreover, since (AZ -- T)-l is a bounded 
operator on B,,, , A-1 is bounded on (B,,,)*. 
Define &,, = ((fl)*, (Bl)*h,, , 0 < 0 < 1, I <q << x, and let 11~~ 
l/p’ == 1. Since (B8,J* = X0,,*, with equivalence of norms (see Lemma 2.3), 
there exists c’ > 0 so that 
‘I(XZ - T)*(x*)l~x~,~, 3 c’ ~ x* x,,,. , 
for all x* E X,,,, . We now apply Theorem 2.1 in case 1 ~< p ‘: ‘s, and 
Theorem 2.5 if p = 1. Thus, there exists 8, > 0 so that 0 -- s 1 < 6, implies 
il(AZ- T)*(x*)llx,,,, 2 cl I .Y* I yt) .,/, . 
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for all x* E X0,,, . Here c1 is a positive constant. It follows that there exists 
Qs so that k 3 Qa and ] 6 - s j < 6, imply 
(2) Gd - T)*(x*)i!x,,pp 3 h Ii x* ilxo,p, , 
for all x* E X,,,, . Thus, (&- T)* is one-to-one on X0,,, = (B,,J*. It 
follows easily that the range of prI - T is dense in B,,, for k > Qs and 
IS-s1 <s,. 
Let 6 = min(6, , S,) and Q = max(Qi , Qz). Then by (I) and (2), we see 
that 1 0 - s j < 6 and k > Q imply (&- T)-l is a bounded operator on 
B B,n . However, sk + s and pk E sp(T, BsI,,,) for all k. This contradiction 
establishes the theorem. 
In case p = co, we have the following substitute for Theorem 2.6. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let (BO, B1) be an interpolation pair, with B” n B1 dense 
in Bi, j = 0, 1. Let T: Bj ---f Bj be a bounded linear operator, j = 0, 1, and 
denote by T* the adjoint of T. De$ne X,,, = ((BO)*, (Bl)*),,, , 0 < 0 < 1, 
1 < q < CO. Let 0 < s < 1. Then for each E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 so that 
1 0 - s / < 6 implies 
sp( T”, Xo,,) C sp( T*, Xs,,) + D(O, c). 
This result follows easily by duality from Theorem 2.6. We need only observe 
that X0,, = (&,d* and sp(T*, (&J*) = sp(T, B,,,), 0 < 0 < 1. 
We now turn to a result which is closely related to Theorem 2.6. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let (BO, B1) and (CO, Cl) be interpolation pairs, and let 
A: Bj+Cjbeaboundedlinearoperator,j=O, l.LetO <s < land1 <p < co. 
Suppose that A-l exists and is a bounded operator from C,,, onto B,,, . Then 
there exists 6 > 0 so that 1 0 - s / < 6 implies A-l exists and is a bounded operator 
from C,,, onto B,., . 
The proof of this theorem follows along the lines set forth in the proof of 
Case 2 of Theorem 2.6; in fact, the argument is somewhat less involved. The 
analog of Theorem 2.8 in the context of analytic interpolation spaces was 
obtained in [15] (see also [16]). 
In order to establish our results concerning “spectral invariance,” we will 
need the following concept. 
DEFINITION. Let (BO, B1) be an interpolation pair, and let T: Bi - Bi be a 
bounded linear operator, j = 0, 1. We say that T satisfies the uniqueness 
of resolvent condition with respect to real interpolation (or the real U.R. con- 
dition) provided the following holds: Suppose 0 < 0, < 0, < 1, 1 < p < 03, 
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and A $ sp( T, BBi,J, j _- 0, 1. Let Sj denote the inverse of AZ - T on nH,, ,, , 
j-O,l.ThenS,=S,onB,,,nB, D. 
In the next section, we &I make ‘use of an analogous condition for thr 
analytic interpolation space B, . Specifically, we have 
DEFINITION. Assume the notations of the above definition. We say that 
T satisfies the uniqueness of resolvent condition with respect to analytic 
interpolation (or the analytic U.R. condition) provided the following holds: 
suppose 0 -.c B,, < P, < 1 and X $ sp(T, Be,). ,j 0, I. Let S, denote the 
inverse of AZ -- 7’ on BB, , j == 0, 1. Then S,, = S, on Be0 n H,,I 
There are examples of operators which do not enjoy the real (or analytic) 
IV.R. condition. In fact, the condition is violated by certain averaging operators 
on Z,,, spaces (see [6, 12, 171). H owever, the follows-ing simple fact obtains. 
PROPOSITIOK 2.9. Let (BO, Bl) be an interpolation pair, with k?” :m BL. /.cf 
7’: Bj -+ Bi be a bounded linear operator, J -: 0, I Then 7’ satisfies botli the 
real und the analytic miqueness of resolvent conditions. 
Proof We show only that T obeys the real V.R. condition. The proof that 
T satisfies the analytic U.K. condition is similar. Let 0 -.: O,, f  . 8, I. Since 
B” C B’, it follows that C” == BBO,n !Z Bs,,l, ~-~ C” (see Theorem I .3, C’hap. 5 
of [lo]). Thus let A $ sp(T, Ci), and denote hv S, the in~er~c of AZ ‘I‘ on (‘I. 
j = 0, 1. 
Let .T F (“, ~= Co n Cl, and let y  = S,,(X) E (“, C C’. ‘l’hen (XI --- T)(J) 
.I E C, and .Y,(s) = S, o (AZ - T)(y) : J == S,,(X). This completes the proof. 
11’~ now ha1.e our principal “spectral invariance” theorem. 
‘l’~EORl.31 2.10. Let (B”, B1) be an interpolation pair, and let T: U’ -* N-’ 
be a bounded linear operator, j = 0, 1. k%ppose that T safi$es the real 1 ‘.h’. 
condition. LPI 0 c s -C 1. Then 
sp(T, B,<,,) :: SP(T, B.-,,,). 
fOY 1 -: p, q -: co. 
Proof. Let 1 2.. p, q < cc. Suppose that X 6 sp(T, B,<,,j. By Theorem 2.6 
(or Theorem 2.8) there exists 8 > 0 so that I 0 - s ~ < 8 implies X 6 sp(T, BH,,,). 
(‘hoose 0 < 8,, < s < 8, < 1 with ~ 0, - s ~ < 6, j = 0, 1, and let Si denote 
the inverse of Al - T on B83,Q. By the real t7.R. condition, S,, = S, on 
Y”n*g 
n Bgl., . Denoting by S the unique extension of So and S, to B,,o,u ‘. Bol,, 
see Remark I .3), we see that S is a bounded operator from (BBn,q , BBl.Ju,,, 
into itself. Here (1 - a) 19~ + &, = s. By the theorem of reiteration (see 
[ 1: Theorem 3.2.20; 2, Theorem 3.5.3]), it follows that A5’ is a bounded operator 
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on B,,, , Moreover, it is simple to show that S (or more precisely, the restriction 
of S to B,,,) is indeed the inverse of hl - Ton B,,, . Therefore h 6 sp(T, B,,,). 
We have shown that sp( T, B,,,) C sp(T, B,,,). The reverse inclusion is 
similar. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
We conclude this section with the analog of Theorem 2.10 for p = co. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let (BO, B1) be an intmpolation pair, with B” n B1 dense 
in BJ, j = 0, 1. Suppose that T: Bj -+ Bj is a bounded linear operator, j = 0, 1, 
and denote by T* the adjoint of T. Suppose that T satisfies the real U.R. condition 
relative to (BO, B1), and that T* satisfies the real U.R. condition relative to 
((BO)*, (Bl)*). Define ((BO)*, (Bl)*),,, = X8,, , 0 < 0 < 1, 1 < q < co. Let 
0 <s < 1. Then 
sp( T*, X,,,) = SP(T*, Xs..), 
for1 <p<co. 
Proof. By duality, sp(T*, X,,,) = sp(T, B,,,). By Theorem 2.10, 
sp( T, B,,,) = sp( T, B&, 1 < q < co. Again by duality, sp(T B,,,) = 
sp(T*, X,,,,), where l/q f  I/q’ = 1. (Notice that 1 < Q’ < CO.) Therefore 
(1) 
for1 <r<co. 
sp(T*, X,,,) = SP(T*, Xs,,), 
Again by Theorem 2.10, now applied to the operator T*, 
(2) sp(T*, X,,,) = sp(T*> Xs,A 
for 1 < r < co. Combining (1) and (2) gives the desired result. 
Special cases of Theorems 2.6 and 2.10 may be found in the author’s previous 
work [17]. 
3 
In this section, we turn our attention to spaces between L, and L, . Using 
the interpolation theory of these spaces, we will obtain a more precise theory 
of “spectral invariance.” We begin with some notation. 
Let (Q, Z, CL) be a a-finite measure space, and let J? denote the space of 
complex-valued, measurable functions on Q. As usual, we identify functions 
agreeing almost everywhere. 
DEFINITION. A Banach space X C 4 will be called a Banach lattice provided 
the following obtains: 
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(1) If  f,g~A’, with /g I < I f  I almost everywhere on 0, and if f’ E .\ 
then R E S and iI g /lx <. iif!lx . 
We say that ,Y is a Banach function space provided the following addition:11 
properties are valid: 
(2) If  fn E S for all n, with 0 .<fi -<f2 :-. ... 1 a most everywhere. and 
if supn ‘.fli l!x < 03, then f  == supnfn E X and f  x sup, ;i.f,, / ,Y 
(3) If  E is a measurable set of finite measure, then s, F .I-. Here s, denotes 
the characteristic function of E. 
(4j I f  I? is a measurable set of finite measure. then there mists a constax 
:f,so thatl, I.fI & .-- -4, l.fllx, for allfES. 
In addition, we will say that the norm of _ri is absolutely continuous pro\-idcd 
the ensuing condition holds: 
In [7. Sect. 13.21, it is shown that every Banach lattice is continuousl!- 
embedded in A, when .A! is given the topology of convergence in measuri’ 
on all sets of finite measure. 
If  S is a Banach function space, we define p(f) f  ‘.? , for all ,fE S with 
J’ -- 0. I f  f t  A’. j > 0 a.e., and f  $ A-, we write I r~_. p is called the 
length function corresponding to X. (See [3, 5l.j 
I f  f  E i &‘, let f  * denote the nonincreasing, right-continuous, rearrangement 
of f  (see [1, pp. 182-1831). Define f**(t) = (l/t) s6f*(.s) ds, whenever the 
latter expression is finite. 
We now consider a Banach function space S on the measure space (0, 7. ) 
with Lebesgue measure. Let 0 be the length function corresponding to .\.. 
I f  u(f) ~(,f*), for all nonnegative measurable functions f  on (0, r)), then 
CT will be called a rearrangement invariant length function. 
DEFINITION. Let (Q, 2, CL) be a a-finite measure space, and let A! denote 
the measurable functions on Q. We write A- := (f~ JC S g;- 0 almost every- 
where on Q). Let X be a Banach function space on (0, CC) with rearrangement 
invariant length function (T. Define p(f) =-- a(f*), for all f~ AC, and let 
-Y(Q) [f E A [ p(l f I) < a}. Then X(Q) . IS called a rearrangement invariant 
function space (or r.i. function space). (See [3] or [5].) 
By Lemma 1.3 of [3], X(Q) is a Banach function space with length function p. 
In order to study the interpolation properties of these spaces, we now define 
the indices of an r.i. function space. 
DEFINITION. Let X be a r.i. function space on (0, CO). Let E,(f)(t) = f(st), 
for ever>- I,ebesgue measurable function f on (0, SO). We define h(s, X) 
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II Es Ilow . Let a(X) = lim,,,(-log h(s, X)/log s) and p(X) = lim,,, 
(-log h(s, X)/logs). (Th e existence of these limits is established in [3]; see 
also [14].) 
We define another pair of indices for X as follows: Let p)r(t) = 11 x(, t) /lx and 
M(s, X) = ~up~,~(~~(st)/~~~~)). Define p,(X) = lim,,,(log M(s, X)/log s) and 
p,(X) = lim,,,(log M(s, X)/log s) (see [14]). 
By considering the operator E, on the functions xt, t) , t > 0, it is easily 
seen that M(s, X) < h(1 /s, X), 0 < s < 03. Therefore, ‘we have 
The following result expresses the interpolation theory of r.i. function spaces. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (8, 2, CL) be a o-finite measure space, and let X, X0, 
and Xl be s.i. function spaces on (0, CO). Suppose that a(X) = p,(X), p(X) = 
P&O and P&G) < PO(X) G A&~) < P&W 
Let T: X,(Q) ---f X,(Q) be a bounded linear operator, j = 0, 1. Then 
(4 X(Q) C XLQ) + Xl(Q)- 
(b) T: X(Q) + X(Q) is a bounded operator (see Remark 1.3 and (a)). 
The proof of this theorem is very similar to the arguments given by Sharpley 
in [ 13, 141. Part (a) follows by combining Corollary 4.4 of [ 131 with the bounded- 
ness properties of the operator S(o) proved in [14]. We refer the reader to 
these references for the definitions involved. (See also the proof of Theorem 1 
of [S]). Part (b) follows by the results of [14]. (Actually, interpolation theorems 
are proved directly for the spaces X, X,, , and Xi in [14]. However, the more 
general theory for the spaces X(Q), X,(Q), and X,(Q) entails no new ideas.) 
We will study those r.i. function spaces which arise in a particularly useful 
way in interpolation theory. We thus recall the following concept of Calderon. 
DEFINITION. Let (Q, 2, p) be a a-finite measure space, and let X0 and 
X1 be Banach lattices on !2. Let 0 < s < 1. We define X = Xt’-“Xrs to be the 
class of all measurable functions f  on Q so that for almost all w E Q, 
I f(w)1 < X I g(wP I h(w)l”, 
for some constant X > 0, and some g E X,, and h E X1 , with j/g jjxO < 1 and 
(I hIIxl < 1. We define llfllx to be th e infimum of values h > 0 for which an 
inequality of the above form holds. 
In [7, Sect. 13.51, t i is shown that X = Xt-“Xrs is a Banach lattice con- 
tinuously embedded in the Banach lattice X,, + X1 . Moreover, this construction 
often arises naturally in the study of spaces between L, and L, (see Sect. 13 
of [7j). We will require one additional concept. 
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DEFIXITION. Let X be a r.i. function space on (0, zc). Let 0 K: s ‘.. 1 
and 1 3: p < 4 ,< cc. Suppose that there exist r,i. function spaces X,, and 
.S, on (0, co) so that 
(a) X = Xi’-“Xrs. 
(b) X,‘-“X1@ is a r.i. function space with absolutely continuous norm. 
0 -, 0 C’. 1. 
(c) l/q < /3(X,,) -= “(X0) < /3(X,) .: a(4rr,) <: 1 ,p. 
We then say that X is compatible with the pair (-I-,, 1 .X1), relative to (L,, . I,,,) 
(and the parameter s). 
LEnJnl.4 3.2. Assume the notations above. Then 
p(x) = z(X) = (I - s) a(Xo) -- SN(XI). 
P1-oof. Since the norm of X is absolutely continuous, WC have 
This follows by Sect. 13.6(i) of [7]. 
Define E,.(f)(t) = f(rt), f  or all measurable functions f on (0, z), and all 
Y, t :z-- 0. By (I), we have 
for 0 < r < co. It follows by (2) and the definitions involx-ed that 
(3 
a(X) < (1 - s) a(XJ - Aa 
and 
B(X) 3 (1 - s) p(xe) f  .$y;\;). 
The lemma is a consequence of (3), the fact that p(X) 1 Y(S), and since 
cY(Xj) = /3(X,), j = 0, 1. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let (Q, Z, p) be a a-finite measure space, and let 0 < s < I. 
Let the r.i. function space X be compatible with the pair (X,, , XI), relative to 
(L, , L,) and the parameter s. Then [X,(Q), XI(Q)], = -Y(Q), with equivalence 
of norms. 
Proof. I f  Y is a Banach lattice on (0, co), we define Ye’ to be the Banach 
lattice of measurable functions on 52 so that f  ** E Y; we introduce the norm 
lif lly, := iif** liy . Recall that f**(t) = (l/t)Jif*(u) du. (The notation I--- 
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is used in [7, Sect. 13.41, where a different definition off ** is given, namely, 
f**(t) = (l/t) sup SE / f j dp, the supremum taken over all E E 2, with p(E) < t. 
If (52, 2, cl) is nonatomic, it is well-known that this definition coincides with 
the one given previously. If, however, (Q, Z, I*) has atoms, the definitions 
need not agree. Nevertheless, Y” is still a Banach lattice, and the theory of 
[7, Sect. 13.41 remains valid. This may be seen by the standard method of 
reducing the case of general u-finite measure spaces to the case of nonatomic 
ones (see [S, p. 275; 11, Sect. 71). 
We claim first that if Y is a r.i. function space on (0, co), with 0 < /3(Y) < 
a(Y) < 1, then 
(1) 
with equivalence of norms. 
Y” = Yp), 
Define S,(f)(t) = (1 /t) si f (u) du and S2(f)(t) = jT( f (u)/u) du. Since 0 < 
/3(Y) < a(Y) < 1, the operator S, is bounded on Y (see [4, 51). Therefore, 
if f E Y(Q), 
llf ** IIY = II Wf *III Y G c llf * lb = c llf Ilm > 
whereC=liS,lio(,).ThusffY”andIlflIY~~CIlfIJY(R).Sincef*df**, 
it is clear that Y- _C Y(Q) and lif Ilr(o) < IIf j/r” . Thus (1) is established. 
We now note that since 0 < /3(X,) < CZ(X~) < 1, S, and Ss are bounded 
operators on Xj , j = 0, 1 (see [4, 5-j). By the results of Sect. 13.5 of [7], we have 
(2) (xo-)‘-s(xl-)s = (x~-sxl”)“, 
with equivalence of norms. (Actually, (2) is p roved in [7] under the additional 
assumption that the measure space (Q, Z, CL) is nonatomic. However, this 
is used only to show that the definition off ** given in [7] coincides with the 
definition given in this work.) 
Combining (1) and (2) yields 
(3) x,(sz)1-~ X,(Q)S = X(Q), 
with equivalence of norms. 
Finally, since the norm of X is absolutely continuous, and since 0 < /I(X) < 
CL(X) < 1 implies that p(w 1 /f (w)l > c} < co, for all E > 0, and all VEX, 
it is easy to see that the norm of X(Q) is also absolutely continuous. By 
the results of Sect. 13.6(i) of [7], we have 
with equality of norms. The lemma is a consequence of (3) and (4). 
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The following result of Sneiberg was referred to several times in the preceding: 
sections. We will make explicit use of it in the sequel. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let (BO, Bl) be an interpolation pair, and let T: Bj + R* 
be a bounded linear operator, j = 0, 1. Let 0 < s <: 1. Suppose that A $ sp( T. 11,). 
Then there exists 6 >y 0 so that i 0 - s ) C. 6 implies .\ & sp(T, BB). 
The proof of this result may be found in [15]; see also [16]. In addition. 
we refer the reader to Theorems 2.1, 2.6, and 2.8 of this paper. 
Wc arc now in a position to prove our principal result concerning “spectra) 
invariance” for r.i. function spaces. 
‘hEOREiM 3.5. Let (Q, 2, p) be a a-finite measure space, and let 1 5; p. . 
P < Pl G’ CD. Let the r.i. function space X be compatible with the pair (X0 , A’,), 
velatiz’e to (L,, , Lnl). Supp ose that a(X) -= p(X) =-; I/p. Let T: L=)(p) 4 Lnj(p) 
be a bounded linear operator, j = 0, I, and suppose that T satisfies the anabtic 
U.K. condition relatke to the interpolation pairs (L&L), I,,&)) and (X&Q), 
A171(Q)). Then 7’ is a bounded operator on X(Q) and sp(T, S(Q)) m_ sp(T, L,,(EL)). 
Proof. Since 1 /p, < n!(X) = /3(X) = 1 /p < l/p0 , Theorem 1 of [5] implies 
that X(Q) LLDO(p) + LPI(p) and that T is a bounded operator on X(Q) (see 
Remark 1.3). Similarly, X,(Q) _C L&J) $ L&L) and T is bounded on X,(Q), 
j = 0, I. Evidently, T is a bounded operator on L&L). 
Suppose first that X $ sp(T, Lp(p)). By Theorem 3.4, v-c can find 8 0 
so that 1 p - P 1 < 8 implies h 6 sp( T, L,(p)). We pick p, K. r0 < p < or -I pr 
so that j p - r; j < 6, j -z 0, 1. Let Sj denote the inverse of Al - T on I,,,,(p). 
By the analytic U.K. condition relative to (LpO(p), Lxjl(/~)), S,, S, on LrO(p) r: 
Lrl(p). Let S denote the unique extension of S, and S, to L,o(p) -I- Lr,(l~) 
(see Remark 1.3). Then by Theorem 1 of [5], X(Q) CL,,(,L) -I~ L;.>(p), and 
s: X(Q) --f X(Q) is a bounded operator. 
It is easy to see that S (or more precisely, S jx(sz)) is the inverse of AI .- “I 
on X(Q). Therefore h $ sp(T, X(Q)). We have thus shown that 
(1) sp(T, -WV) C sp(T, -UP)). 
In order to obtain the reverse inclusion, choose s E (0, 1) so that X = X”“Xr’. 
We note that Lemma 3.3 implies X(Q) = [X0(Q), XI(.Q)],9. Write’ B, .- 
[X0(Q), XI(Q)]s and Y, = [X0 , X& = X,‘-“XI”, the last equality following 
since X,‘-“XI” has absolutely continuous norm (see [7, Sect. 13.61). Thus 
Y0 is a r.i. function space, and by Lemma 3.2 (actually by the proof of that 
result), we have 
(2) P( Ye) = a( Ye) = (1 - 0) 4x0) + e&u 
for 0 < 6’ < 1. Moreover, by Lemma 3.3, Y,(Q) = B, , 0 < B < I. 
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Now let X $ sp(T, X(Q)). Theorem 3.4 asserts the existence of 6 > 0 so 
that j 0 - s 1 < 6 implies h $ sp(T, BB). Choose 0 < 8, < s < 0, < 1 with 
[ 0, - s 1 < 6, and let Uj denote the inverse of XI - T on Bej = Yej(f2), 
j = 0, 1. By th e analytic U.R. condition for the pair (X,(G), X,(Q)), we see 
that U,, = U, on YBO(Q) n Y,$sZ). Let U denote the unique extension of 
U, and U, to Y,Js2) + Ye,(Q). By (2) the fact that X = Y, , and since a(X) = 
/3(X) = l/p, it follows that 
(3) 4Y0,) = We,) < l/P = 4JkJ = P&J < eT9,> = B(YoJ. 
Moreover, by (2) and the comments preceding Theorem 3.1, we have pm(Y,) = 
pO(YO) = a( Y,) = p( YO), 0 < 0 < I. Therefore, Theorem 3.1 implies that 
LP,(cL) c KQ-4 + qcQ), and U: L,(p) -L&J) is a bounded operator. 
It follows easily that U (or more precisely, U I+)) is the inverse of h1- T 
on L&). Therefore, h 6 sp(T, L,(p)), and we have shown 
(4) sp( T, &(/-4) C sp(T, X(Q)). 
The theorem is a consequence of (1) and (4). 
Applications of Theorem 3.5 are now in order. 
As usual, (Q, Z, CL) will denote a u-finite measure space. We define the Lorentz 
spaces L,,,(p) as the collection of all measurable functions f on Q so that for 
l<p<coandl<q<co, 
l\f\l,,, = (s,” (tl/Pf**(t))Q$)l’q < 00 if 1 < q < co, 
and 
llf II - sup tl@j**(t) < Co. P,W - 
t>n 
The basic properties of these spaces may be found in [l, Sect. 3.3; 8, Sect. 21. 
Let 1 < p, Y < co and let Q(t) = tP( 1 + log+ t)‘, 0 < t < co, where 
log+ t = max(log t, 0). We define the Orlicz space L,(log+L)+) to be the 
collection of all measurable functions f on Q for which 
for some h > 0. The infimum of all h > 0 for which the above inequality 
holds is defined as the norm of this space (see [18, Chap. 4, Sect. 10; 3, Sect. 51). 
Theorem 3.5 yields the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let (Q, 2, p) be a o-$&e measure space, let 1 < p, < 
pl < ~0, and suppose that -&O(P) C Lpi(p) (0~ &JCL) C Lp,,b)). Let T: -&i(p) - 
L&L) be a bounded linear operator, j = 0,l. Let p, < p < p, and 1 < q, 
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/’ ‘ x Then T is a bounded operator on L,,,,,(p) and L,(log L)“(p). -Vio~.~o~~w. 
~IW.$ We note first that if X is the Lorentz space L,,,,, on (0, CC) with 
Lebesgue measure, then L,,.,(p) =: dY(Q). SimilarI,-, the Orlicz spa”’ 
L,,(log L)‘(p) is of the form J’(Q). where 1. is the corresponding space 
I,,(log -L)’ on (0, co). Moreover, 0l(L,,,) = fl(L,,,,) = 1 :u, and ~(L,,(log~‘L)~) 
/3(L$op I,)‘) =: I ju, 1 < u < ~3, 1 ~5. q 5’. -/), and 1 .: r < x (see [.I~ 
Sects. 4 and 51). 
Choose p,, < u1 < p < u0 <p, , let 1 ‘b q c.: y_ and I I I’ q YC. By the 
results of Section 13.5 of [7], L&O, co) is compatible with (L,,O,n , L,,1,,) relative 
to (Lo0 , L,,J andL,(logy-L)7 (0, co IS compatible with (LUO(log--L)‘, L$og L)‘) ) . 
relative to (LDO , LPI). (It is easy to check that the appropriate norms are absoluteI> 
continuous.) By Theorem 3.1, T is a bounded operator on L,,j,q(p) and 
L,.(log L)‘([L), j =-= 0, 1. 
‘I’he assumption LnO(p) CL&) implies that L~,I~,(~) CL, &) ant. i 
L,l(log’~ L)‘(p) CL,,O(log--L)‘(p). Th us T satisfies the analvtic 1r.R”’ condition 
relative to the pairs (LDo(~), LQl(p)), (Lo.&)~ Lul.&L)), and (L,,,(W LY(d. 
I.,@?~ I,)‘(p)) (see Proposition 2.9). Evidently, T enjoys an analogous propert\. 
in the cast LD1(l*) CL,@). 
The corollary now follows immediately by Theorem 3.5. 
Soticc that the result sp(T, L,Jp)) = sp(7’, L,Jp)), 1 ‘ _ q < ‘x, alsct 
follows by Theorem 2.10 and the real interpolation properties of Lorentz 
spaces (see [I, Sect. 3.31). Finally, we observe that the hypothesis LDO(,u) C L,,J~) 
(or L,&) CiLDO&)) in Corollary 3.6 can be replaced by the assumption that ‘I‘ 
satisfies appropriate uniqueness of resolvent conditions. 
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